
SANDWICH TECHNOLOGY SCHOOL 

Year 12 and 13 Examination Guidance – Jan 2022 

1. For some students, the January exams are internal and designed to give you experience of exam  

conditions in advance of the summer. They will also help your teachers to better understand your  

strengths and areas where you will need support over the final months of Year 13.  Some of you  

are sitting external exams in vocational subjects.  

2. All schools in England have been told that if exams do not go ahead in the summer due to the  

impact of the pandemic, teachers will award grades as they did in 2020 and 2021. The exams that you  

take will be one of the pieces of evidence that the school would use to decide your grade if exams do  

not go ahead.  

3. Please check the timetable carefully to work out the day and time of each of your examinations. 

4. You must be ready outside the examination venue at least ten minutes before the start time of the  

exam. Bags, coats and outdoor clothing cannot be brought into the hall and should be left in  

changing room 7 which will then be securely locked during the exam. 

5. You should attend morning registration at 8.40am but you will then have to leave promptly if you  

have a morning exam to be at the hall for 8.50am. On occasions you may have an afternoon exam  

that means you miss pm registration. If you do have an afternoon exam at 1.00pm your lunch period  

will be Period 4a. If you don’t have an afternoon exam you should attend pm registration as normal. 

6. There will be a seating plan for large examinations. This will be displayed outside the hall doors. It  

will also be sent to tutors in advance of each exam. All your exams will be in the school hall unless  

you qualify for access arrangements in which case you will be in a separate classroom. 

7. It is important that you arrive on time for your exams. Students who arrive late will not be allowed  

into the exam and their grade for that paper will be recorded as an X which has the same value as a  

U grade.  

8. If you are absent from an exam there is no opportunity to retake it in the hall. However, the  

relevant department may be able to make arrangements for you to take the paper in lesson time if  

you are absent with good reason. 

9. You are responsible for supplying your own pen, pencil, ruler, eraser, mathematical instruments,  

calculator etc. Only transparent pencil cases are allowed. All answers should be written in black  

ink unless other colours are required for diagrams. If required, water bottles must be transparent and  

labels removed. You may not borrow anything from another candidate during the examination. 



10. The examination awarding bodies issue strict codes of conduct for their examinations. These  

examinations will be subject to the same codes of conduct. Any person who fails to comply with  

these codes will be removed from the examination room and face the possibility of being  

disqualified from the subject. Do not let this happen to you. 

11. You must remain silent, seated and facing forward for the duration of the examination, under  

examination conditions, even if you finish early. You may not communicate with (or distract) other  

candidates.  

12.  You can only take into the hall the materials and equipment that are allowed. Unauthorised  

materials or equipment are not allowed: 

- No bags or coats  

- MOBILE PHONES, iPods/MP3/4 players, all watches, products with an electronic  

communication/storage device or digital facility are STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please  

do not bring them into school on examination days. The school takes no responsibility for the  

loss of any prohibited items. 

13. You may use a calculator unless the subject specification does not allow it. 

14. Good luck with your exams! Remember to take 5 minutes each day to give yourself space and 

time 


